that dolphin brains are relatively simple in organization, and contain a low density of neurons relative to glial cells. He suggests that the evolutionary increase in brain size was an adaptation to increase thermoregulatory efficiency in cold water, and may have little cognitive significance.
Other researchers have reported that, as in primates, cetacean brain size correlates with social group size [11] , supporting the social intelligence hypothesis of cognitive evolution. Manger [10] , however, finds that brain size in cetaceans correlates more closely with water temperature than with group size, supporting his thermoregulatory hypothesis. On the other hand, there is no doubt that dolphin brains are specialized for processing certain types of information, notably the acoustic signals used in vocal communication and echolocation. Just as primate brain size and sociality are associated with neural specializations for processing complex visual signals [12] , brain size and social complexity in dolphins may be related to the development of a highly sophisticated auditory signalling and processing system, a hypothesis that has not yet been directly tested.
One particular focus of the debate about dolphin cognition and communication concerns the nature of their contact calls, or 'signature whistles'. These frequency-modulated vocalizations are claimed to be individually distinctive, stereotypical signatures that not only maintain contact and convey individual identity [13] [14] [15] , but may even allow animals to address one another individually by using each others' signatures [5] . The characteristics of each signature are individually learned, and dolphins appear to be adept at incorporating new variations into their whistles, apparently copying both each other and their human trainers after a single exposure [5] . The signature whistle hypothesis is thus that whistles have the specific function of identifying individuals.
An alternative, and more sceptical, interpretation is that dolphin whistles are not specifically designed as individual identifiers, but resemble the generalized contact calls of any gregarious species [9] . As in these other species, there is essentially one type of contact call that shows individual variation, rather than an infinite number of individualspecific calls. The sceptics find no evidence that individuals' whistles are stereotyped and qualitatively distinct; they question the evidence for imitation; and they argue that the idea that dolphins use whistles to refer to other individuals is fanciful [9, 10] .
A new experimental study of bottlenose dolphins by Janik and colleagues [8] aims to shed light on the issue by computersynthesizing signature whistles that retain the frequency modulation pattern of the original but lack more general voice characteristics. If these calls are individually distinctive signatures, the authors reason, dolphins should recognize the whistles of familiar individuals on the basis of the frequency modulation pattern alone. The results indicate that they do: when the synthesized whistles were played back to the dolphins, they were significantly more likely to respond by turning towards the sound-source when played the artificial version of the whistle of a close relative than of a less familiar individual.
Is this simply because close relatives all share a similar whistle, a kind of group signature, rather than because they respond on an individual basis? Apparently not, because the whistles of close kin were no more similar to each other than they were to the whistles of unrelated animals. Janik et al. [8] have therefore shown convincingly that the frequency modulation pattern of whistles contains a signal of individual identity. Do these results resolve the controversy over signature whistles? Yes and no. Yes, in the sense that there should now be no doubt that dolphins produce individually distinctive whistles that others recognize; but no, in the sense that the cognitive significance of these whistles remains highly uncertain. Janik et al. [8] suggest that signature whistles may be an example of referential communication, the use of a stereotyped signal to refer to things or individuals. This would imply that dolphins, like humans, have names. It is important to be clear, however, that this has not yet been demonstrated. There is a danger of slippage, evident in media coverage of this study (for example, see http:// news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/scotland/ edinburgh_and_east/4750471.stm) between accepting that dolphins can recognize and copy one another's whistles, and the notion that they are using these calls to refer to individuals, either themselves or others.
In fact, there is evidence that members of close-knit social groups tend to converge on similar whistle types over time, which must compromise their usefulness as individual identifiers and does not sit easily with the notion of individual names [14] [15] [16] . On the other hand, whistles might become more individually distinctive when auditory identification is critical, such as when individuals are separated [17] or are in larger groups [15] . Much more information is needed to fully understand the nature and cognitive significance of dolphin whistles. When dolphins 'whistle-match' [5] , for example, are they really addressing one another by name, or showing some simpler kind of behavioural contagion? Although it may be tempting to jump to the most cognitively remarkable and anthropomorphic interpretations consistent with the data, further careful experiments together with objective interpretations of their implications will be paramount.
Female hairy-faced hover wasps forage for the young of a dominant breeder, but some forage more than others. New research shows that helpers decide how much to help by looking to the future.
Ashleigh Griffin
A meerkat spends five minutes digging a hole the length of its entire body. With its head, literally, in the sand, it is vulnerable to attack from predators. When it finally captures a big juicy grub, instead of enjoying the fruits of its labour, the first thing it does is look for a pup to feed. The pup will usually not be its own but the offspring of the dominant pair in its group. Thanks to the glamorous world of nature documentaries the seemingly altruistic behaviour of helpers in group-living animals is widely familiar. But what is really going on here? We know that natural selection is acting on helpers to maximise their reproductive success, so why doesn't our meerkat keep the grub for itself?
Cooperatively breeding animals such as meerkats are excellent model systems for understanding the evolution of cooperative behaviour and are widely studied for this reason [1, 2] . However, there are inevitable limitations on research carried out on wild mammals and birds -many of these species are long-lived, and disperse over long distances, making it difficult to follow individuals over their lifetimes.
